Active Incremental Learning of Robot Movement Primitives
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Abstract: Robots that can learn over time by interacting with non-technical users must be capable of acquiring new motor skills, incrementally. The problem then is deciding when to teach the robot a new skill or when to rely on the robot generalizing its actions. This decision can be made by the robot if it is provided with means to quantify the suitability of its own skill given an unseen task. To this end, we present an algorithm that allows a robot to make active requests to incrementally learn movement primitives. A movement primitive is learned on a trajectory output by a Gaussian Process. The latter is used as a library of demonstrations that can be extrapolated with confidence margins. This combination not only allows the robot to generalize using as few as a single demonstration but more importantly, to indicate when such generalization can be executed with confidence or not. In experiments, a real robot arm indicates to the user which demonstrations should be provided to increase its repertoire of reaching skills. Experiments will also show that the robot becomes confident in reaching objects for whose demonstrations were never provided, by incrementally learning from the neighboring demonstrations.
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1 Introduction

Robots will eventually make part of our daily lives, helping us at home, taking care of the elderly, and collaborating at work. Such robots cannot be pre-programmed prior to deployment, and will most likely start with an empty set of skills. One challenge that must be addressed is that of creating, augmenting and tailoring a robot’s repertoire of skills as needed, over time. While motion planning offers a general approach to generate robot motions, its requirements are difficult to satisfy under unstructured and uncertain collaborative scenarios: the environment changes constantly, perception is prone to occlusions, and non-technical users are not expected to design cost functions required by trajectory optimizers. Imitation learning can avoid such drawbacks by relying on the presence of a human teacher. Imitation learning takes advantage of elementary, parameterized movements, referred here as movement primitives, to encode and generalize human demonstrations. However, imitation learning has primarily addressed how to endow and refine robots with motor skills. It usually does not address when the learning should take place. Reasoning when improvement is actually needed is, nevertheless, an essential and difficult problem to be solved. This paper focuses on an algorithm for such reasoning during the learning of movement primitives.

The usual practice in imitation learning is to rely on human judgment to decide when a skill must be added or corrected. Human judgment in robot skills, however, presents a number of issues. For example, it requires constant human attention: as the robot moves, the user must observe and decide if a correction or addition of a new skill is needed, which is not always obvious. Also, the human cannot judge if a generalized skill is suitable unless the robot actually executes it, which can lead to
undesirable/dangerous situations. On the other hand, if the robot has means to quantify the quality of its own skills for a given task, it can then decide how confident it is to execute it. We frame this problem as an active learning problem where the human provides demonstrations rather than labels.

The principal contribution of this paper is an active learning algorithm that allows a robot to reason about the confidence of its movement primitives. The robot can decide when a demonstration is required, making active requests to a human depending on its confidence. This capability also sheds light onto the problem of deciding how many demonstrations are needed to construct a probabilistic model when learning from demonstrations. Under active learning, the number of demonstrations is indicated by the robot, on-demand. A secondary contribution is a methodology to train Dynamical Movement Primitives (DMPs) [1] with contextualized demonstrations encoded by Gaussian Processes (GPs).

2 Related Work

Active learning addresses the problem of which labels to ask in order to improve the sampling efficiency of a learning agent. This idea strongly connects with the way a physical robot should improve its skills by asking a human for demonstrations. Not surprisingly, active learning has been explored in different contexts within robotics, particularly when associated with imitation learning [2] and reinforcement learning. For example, an agent has been shown to learn navigation policies more efficiently by using both autonomous execution and demonstrations when compared to a pure reinforcement learning agent [3, 4]. Active learning also plays an important role in developmental robotics for the lifelong acquisition of robot skills, either by self-exploration and self-improvement [5], or by requesting human assistance via demonstration [6].

The interplay between active learning and skill learning on physical robots presents many open problems. One of them regards the appropriate metric used to trigger a request for assistance, such as novelty and uncertainty reduction [7], or the confidence in executing an action [4]. Other problems relate to the frequency of requests [8], the modality of the input [9], and the learning of the threshold that triggers active requests [3]. In lifelong learning, one problem is that of defining in which space (motor or goal) a learning agent learns more efficiently [10]. In this paper, uncertainty reduction will be used as the metric of choice, the threshold will be manually set, and skills will be learned in the robot’s goal space. These practical decisions will allow us to focus on the algorithmic problem of programming movement primitives for a robot under active requests.

While incremental learning has been addressed by a number of authors, the active learning aspect has not been explored to the same level. Calinon and Billard [11] addressed the problem of incrementally refining robot primitives with Gaussian Mixture Models (GMMs). In a similar fashion, Lee and Ott [12] proposed a refinement tube defined by impedance control where trajectories are encoded with Hidden Markov Models. Ewerton et al. [13] introduce a method to incrementally improve policies by interleaving feedback control with corrective interventions in open-loop. Farraj et al. [14] uses a measure of information gain to decide when new data should be added to the robot’s skill repertoire. Ahmadzadeh et al. [15] use a generalized cylinder representation to encode multiple demonstrations and refine the parts that need correction. In common is the fact that in the cited works, the human is in charge of deciding when to teach and refine the robot skills. Here, our goal is to allow a robot to actively take such decisions.

To achieve the desired confidence reasoning, the choice of the representation used to encode the training data is crucial. Probabilistic modeling seems, therefore, the natural choice for enabling such reasoning. Probabilistic Movement Primitives (ProMPs) [16] treat multiple demonstrations as multi-variate Gaussians, but present the issue that an unknown number of initial demonstrations are required to create an informative prior. The same problem is also found with GMMs [11, 17]. Additionally, as models based on mixtures of linear components, such methods rely on heuristics to define the number of components. Moreover, an issue of the linearity is that consistency of the generalization is only guaranteed at the vicinity of the training data. In this respect, GPs have been used to represent robot primitives with great generalization capabilities [18, 19] at the expense of a higher computational cost.

Dynamical Movement Primitives (DMPs) have been known to generalize well around the vicinity of a demonstration and its capabilities have been extended in many ways with GPs. Ude et al. [20] use a combination of local weighted regression and GPs to predict the parameters of DMPs in a
demonstrated trajectories at each n-th step D. We focus on reaching specific positions of the robot workspace, such that f(x) is a desired location on the input space of the model. We focus on modeling trajectories in the Cartesian\textsuperscript{1} space. These prior works show that the combination of GPs and DMPs are useful to contextualize parameters of the movement but do not exploit the use of uncertainty for active learning. In this paper, we focus on the uncertainty provided by the GPs. For this reason, we use GPs and DMPs in two separate steps. The idea is to obtain confidence bounds in the same space in which demonstrations are provided: as trajectories (as opposed to the parameters of DMPs) so that the value of the uncertainty is physically meaningful, allowing for empirical tuning.

3 A Movement Primitive with Uncertainty for Active Request

GPs have been known to extrapolate with an indication of uncertainty. However, extrapolations inevitably lead to errors, which for many fine motor skills (such as reaching a grasping position) will turn into execution failures. On the other hand, a DMP guarantees that any goal can be reached beyond the training set, but it cannot indicate how far a generalization to an unseen input can be made before a new demonstration is required. When combined in tandem, DMPs will learn trajectories extrapolated by the GPs with confidence bounds. Each component will be explained in the following subsections. To avoid confusion, hereinafter, a query made in the input space of a GP will be referred to as a context. A query that the robot makes to the human to obtain a demonstration will be referred to as a demonstration request.

3.1 Generalizing the Training Data with Gaussian Processes

Define the vector $x_{1:N}$ as a trajectory comprised of N time steps. To provide a concrete, practical explanation, we focus on modeling trajectories in the Cartesian\textsuperscript{1} space, $x_n = [x_n, y_n, z_n]^{T}$. For each time step, independently trained Gaussian Processes (GPs) are used to predict the triple $(f_{x,n}(x_*)$, $f_{y,n}(x_*)$, $f_{z,n}(x_*)$), where $f_{\cdot,n}(x_*)$ is a scalar, and $x_*$ is a desired location on the input space of the model. We focus on reaching specific positions of the robot workspace, such that $x_* = [x_N, y_N, z_N]_{\text{goal}}$ is the context. Since each Cartesian dimension will be treated independently, the subscripts $x, y, z$ will be omitted and $f_n(x)$ will be used to represent a generic dimension.

The goal of the GPs is to predict a trajectory as a sequence $f_{1:N}(x_*)$ for an unseen context $x_*$ by learning a map from context to trajectories $\mathcal{M} : x_* \rightarrow f_{1:N}(x_*)$. For active requests of demonstrations, the prediction is in the form of a distribution $p(f_{1:N}|x^*)$. Assume that the positions of D demonstrated trajectories at each n-th step $t_n = [t_{1,n},...,t_{D,n}]^{T}$ and the final positions (i.e. con-

\textsuperscript{1}Orientations are not addressed in this paper, for simplicity and due to the following two premises. First, the initial and final orientations of the robot hand are given, the former by the robot’s initial position, and the latter by the reference frame of the object to be reached. Second, experiments show that interpolation along the trajectory between these two orientations is sufficient for satisfying the particular tasks proposed in this paper.
text) achieved by their respective trajectories \( X = [x^1, ..., x^D]^T \) are jointly Gaussian. The joint distribution is given as

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
t_n \\
f_n(x_*)
\end{bmatrix} \sim \mathcal{N} \left( 0, \begin{bmatrix} K(X, X) + \sigma_n^2 I & k(X, x_*) \\ k(x_*, X) & k(x_*, x_*) \end{bmatrix} \right),
\]

where \( \sigma_n^2 \) is a noise variance to be trained as a hyper-parameter. For a single context query, \( k(x_*, x_*) \) is a scalar, and the covariance matrices \( K(X, X), k(X, x_*) \) have dimensions \( D \times D, D \times 1 \), respectively. Each element \( K_{i,j} = k(x_i, x_j) \) is computed with the squared exponential covariance function

\[
k(x_i, x_j) = \sigma_f^2 \exp \left( -\frac{1}{2} (x_i - x_j)^\top W (x_i - x_j) \right),
\]

where \( \sigma_f^2 \) and \( W \) are hyper-parameters. The proposed GP encoding is illustrated in Figure 1.

The GP prediction is

\[
f_n(x_*) \sim \mathcal{N}(\mu_n, \sigma_n^2),
\]

where

\[
\mu_n = k(x_*, x)[K(x, x) + \sigma_n^2 I]^{-1} t_n,
\]

and

\[
\sigma_n^2 = k(x_*, x_*) - k(x_*, x)[K(x, x) + \sigma_n^2 I]^{-1} k(x, x_*) = \mathbb{E}[(f(x_*) - \mu_n)^2].
\]

The variance \( \sigma_n^2 \) is the essential component for active requests. In this paper, the uncertainty is computed as the average magnitude over the whole trajectory

\[
u = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{n=1}^N \sqrt{(\sigma_{x,n} + \sigma_{y,n} + \sigma_{z,n})^2}.
\]

The computation in the form of (5) was chosen solely due to its simplicity. More sophisticated ways to compute the uncertainty can potentially improve the performance of the active learning algorithm but such investigation is beyond the scope of this work.

### 3.2 Accurate Executions with Dynamical Movement Primitives

The predictions of the GPs do not guarantee that the resulting trajectory will accurately achieve a desired unseen context \( x_* \). This is inevitable when the underlying function is highly nonlinear and the GPs have to extrapolate significantly beyond its training set. Figure 2 illustrates two cases of generalization where a context \( x^2_1 \) is closer to the training set than the context \( x^2_2 \). Although none of the extrapolations exactly satisfy the context, only a small correction is required for \( x^1_1 \) while for \( x^2_2 \) the accuracy is quite low. The error in prediction is caused by the function nonlinearity and a lack of observations at the vicinity of the desired context, which is also reflected in terms of the resulting uncertainty.

We assume that the predicted GP trajectory is valid when its uncertainty (5) is below a specified threshold. This prediction is then encoded in the form of a DMP, guaranteeing that the corrected trajectory can exactly reach the goal. Regarding the input \( x^2_1 \), given the large uncertainty of the GPs, it seems prudent to rather request a human demonstration.

Taking \( y \) as one of the Cartesian coordinates, a DMP is defined as a dynamical system of the form

\[
\tau \ddot{y} = \alpha_y (\beta_y (y_s - y) - \dot{y}) + f(z),
\]

where \( \tau \) is a temporal scaling variable that controls the duration of the movement. The parameters \( \alpha_y, \beta_y \) are set to emulate a critically damped, linear spring-damper dynamics with stiffness \( \alpha_y \beta_y \)
and damping $\alpha_y$. The context, in the form of the final position of the trajectory, is used as the goal attractor $y_\ast$.

An arbitrary force $f(z)$ acts on the linear spring-damper system and captures the nonlinearities of the demonstration. The phase variable $z$ controls the evolution of the system and is by itself defined as a dynamical system of the form $\tau z = -\alpha_z z$ (see e.g. [1] for details).

**Algorithm 1**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Line</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1:</td>
<td>$GP\text{-}train\left({x^d, t^d}<em>{1:D}, x</em>\ast, \sigma_{\text{trig}}\right)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:</td>
<td>$(\mu_1, N, \sigma^2_{\text{trig}}) \leftarrow GP\text{-}predict\left(x_\ast\right)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:</td>
<td><strong>if</strong> $\text{TRAJ\text{-}UNC}(\sigma^2_{\text{trig}}) &lt; \sigma_{\text{trig}}$ <strong>then</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:</td>
<td>$DMP\text{-}train(\mu_1, N)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:</td>
<td>$y \leftarrow DMP\text{-}reach_goal(x_\ast)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6:</td>
<td>ROBOT_EXECUTION($y$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7:</td>
<td><strong>else</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:</td>
<td>${x^{D+1}, t^{D+1}} \leftarrow \text{ACTIVE_REQUEST}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:</td>
<td>go to line 1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Algorithm 1 shows a pseudocode of the proposed method. As inputs, the algorithm requires a training set comprised of $D$ demonstrations, an unseen context $x_\ast$, and the trigger of the uncertainty $\sigma_{\text{trig}}$. In line 1, the GPs are initialized. In line 2, the mean and variance of the extrapolated trajectories are computed. In line 4, a DMP is trained on the GP mean and its goal attractor is adjusted (line 5) to accurately reach the desired context. In line 8, the robot requests a new demonstration if the GP variance is beyond the uncertainty trigger.

4 Experiments on Reaching Tasks with a Real Robot

In the following experiments, a 7 degree-of-freedom lightweight arm was used. The threshold on the uncertainty, computed by (5), was empirically set to 9 cm. The GPs were trained on the $(x,y,z)$ coordinates of the Cartesian trajectory of the robot hand. The orientation of the robot hand along the trajectory was given by spherical linear interpolation (slerp) between the initial and final orientations of the robot along the trajectory. The final orientation was defined by the reference frame of the object to be reached. Inverse kinematics was used to execute the joint-space tracking controllers. A video of the experiments reported in this section can be watched in [https://youtu.be/s9kG_IKzqO4](https://youtu.be/s9kG_IKzqO4).

4.1 Assembly Scenario

In this first experiment, we considered an industrial environment where a non-technical user has to program a robot collaborator to reach different objects in its workspace. As shown in Figure 3, there were 10 objects to be reached such as different parts of a product on a shelf and tools on a toolbox. To simplify the realization of the experiment, we hand-coded the reaching locations (position and orientation) of each object. Obstacles and the geometry of the environment are unknown to the robot. The plot on the right shows the desired reference frames of the final positions of the hand, that is, the contexts. The robot indicated for which objects the human should provide demonstrations, with the goal of reaching all objects with confidence.

As the initial training set was empty, the robot randomly selected one object for the first demonstration. After each demonstration, the GPs were trained and predictions for each of the contexts were made. Their respective uncertainties $\{u_1, ..., u_{10}\}$ were then ranked according to (5). The most uncertain reaching object was then used by the robot to request a human demonstration. This process was repeated until all predictions fell below the specified 9 cm threshold. Figure 4(a) shows the result of this procedure for a particular trial where the robot initial random request was to reach the lower plate on the shelf. The prediction for all contexts given this single demonstration is shown in Figure 4(a). The ellipses represent the projections of one standard deviation along the trajectory on the XY plane. In this particular case, the next requested demonstration was for the ratchet, followed by the screw driver. The predictions are shown in Figure 4(b). Finally, demonstrations were requested for the set of hex keys and the upper plate. The predictions are shown in Figure 4(c). The color of the trajectories for uncertainties above the threshold are shown in red, otherwise in blue.

Note from the Figure 4(c) that after five demonstrations all 10 trajectories were within the confidence limits. At this stage, the robot could execute all reaching primitives confidently. This result shows an important distinction of this work when compared to other probabilistic movement representations such as GMMs and ProMPs [11, 17, 16]. Here, the robot dictates which demonstrations are required
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Figure 3: A robot starts with an empty skill set. It must reach 10 objects whose positions and orientations were given (right). The robot uses the GP-DMP predictions to predict reaching trajectories for all objects. Active requests for demonstrations are made to decrease the uncertainty of the reaching trajectories.

(b) (c)

Figure 4: Decrease of the trajectory uncertainties as demonstrations for objects are being requested. The ellipses show a single standard deviation. Uncertainties above the threshold are shown in red. The blue trajectories indicate that the robot is confident in executing the primitives. (a) The uncertainties for all contexts after one demonstration. (b) Predictions after two demonstrations. (c) Predictions after five demonstrations.

to generate a library that satisfies the given task while in prior work the user has to make such decision based on his/her own judgment.

A characteristic of the method is that the uncertainty decreases for all objects, and not only for the objects whose demonstrations were requested. This is particularly evident when plotting the decrease of uncertainty for the three screw positions (left, middle, right) as shown in Figure 5. During this particular trial, no demonstrations for any of the screws were requested. Nevertheless, the robot could increase its confidence on how to reach the screws because of the demonstrations provided for the neighboring objects.

Figure 6(a) shows the average result over 10 different runs where the bars represent the averaged uncertainty with a single standard deviation. The runs differ by the first object whose trajectory demonstration was requested. We systematically used each of the 10 objects to initialize the first skill in each trial. The results show that, regardless of which object a demonstration was first requested—which led to different sequences of demonstrations—in all cases, a total of five requests showed sufficient to achieve high confidence for all trajectories. In Figure 6(b), we compare the uncertainty decrease criterion with uniform random requests. Note that the uncertainty after the third request decreases at a signifi-
4.2 Contextual Movement Primitives

Contextualization of movement primitives has been explored by many authors (e.g. [20, 22, 19]) as a way to augment the versatility of robot skills. Our method brings the advantage that the uncertainty is used to collect demonstrations for new contexts in an active manner. In the particular case addressed here, the context is the final position of the robot hand. The assumption due to the GPs is that contexts that are close to each other must have trajectories with similar profiles. The goal is not to learn an underlying pattern that governs all demonstrations, but to learn how to generate different motions according to their contexts. Figure 7(a) shows a scenario where the robot has to reach different parts of the workspace in different ways. As the robot hand starts behind the table, to reach the blocks on the table, the hand must move vertically with and arc-like motion. Differently, to reach the blocks on the pole, the hand must contour the back of the table in order to avoid collision. To train the GPs, five demonstrations were provided, one for each red block. These demonstrations are shown in Figure 7(b). Note that the robot does not need to be aware of the table as an obstacle since the human is providing the collision-free demonstration via kinesthetic teaching.

GPs were used to extrapolate trajectories for each of the yellow blocks shown in 7(a). GP output encoded as DMPs are shown in Figure 7(c) together with their uncertainties. The solutions, shown as blue curves, can capture different characteristics for each part of the workspace. An uncertain
query is shown by the red trajectory which gives the robot with possibility to execute or not the solution. The robot could also execute the trajectory slowly while asking the human to supervise its execution, or to request the human for a new demonstration.

4.3 Increasing Coverage On-Demand

In a third set of experiments, the robot was trained on a collision-free workspace with the goal of expanding its skills on-demand. Six demonstrations were initially provided by moving the robot hand from its home position to an arbitrary location as shown in Figure 8(a). The user arbitrarily defined new goal positions using a tracked wand. The robot then tried to generate a trajectory to reach this goal given the current set of demonstrations. If the uncertainty (5) was larger than the specified threshold, the robot requested a new demonstration, which was then added to the training set and used to re-train the GPs.

In total, the user indicated 18 new queries whose generalized trajectories are shown in Figure 8(b). For 11 cases, the trajectories could be generalized with confidence. The remainder seven cases required additional demonstrations as the robot uncertainty was above the 9 cm threshold. These additional demonstrations are shown in Figure 8(c). To quantify the performance we consider the volume of the convex hull defined by the trajectories. The initial demonstration set used to initialize the GPs covered a volume of 0.036 m³ (Figure 8(a)). The generalized trajectories covered a volume of 0.303 m³ (Figure 8(b)). The additional set of demonstrations covered a volume of 0.197 m³ (Figure 8(c)). The increased workspace volume achieved by the robot is eight times larger than the initial volume of the initial demonstration set. This experiment indicates that, under the active learning setting, a robot can increase its initial skill set while being efficient in the number of requests.

The previous experiments show that differently from methods based on mixture of models such as GMMs, here, there is no need for computing the correct number of components as the data grow, thus, avoiding heuristics or cross-validations. Also, the user does not need to know, in advance, how many demonstrations he/she need to provide to construct the probabilistic model.

5 Conclusions

This paper presented an algorithm that allows a robot to incrementally increase its skills by reasoning when to request demonstrations. The method uses GPs to provide a measure on the confidence in which the training set is being extrapolated, which is used to trigger a new demonstration request. DMPs are learned on the GP output to guarantee that the desired position can be achieved exactly. The combination also provides a way to contextualize the demonstration, thus, offering DMPs the capability to address different types of demonstrations. In this paper, a few decisions have been made by the user, such as the criterion for queries, the threshold on the uncertainty, and the space in which to encode demonstrations. We are currently working to automate many of such decisions. We focused on the reaching position as a context, but as a future work, we will consider other contexts such as the position of obstacles, the geometry of objects and the differences in interactions with humans.
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